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Abstract-The formula giving the expression of the radiation of an elementary dipole 
in a given direction yields, by an integration, the .electric field radiated at large 
distances by a metallic conductor with the shape of a plane curve. We are given plane 
antennas, which have a given length, made of two strands symmetrically disposed. This 
antenna is alimented by two currents which are opposite with a known distribution. In 
a first step, using the techniques of the calculus of variations, we get some conditions 
which are necessarily true, so that the field radiated by such an antenna is maximal in 
the direction of their symmetry axis. The influence of the ground is neglected. Then, in 
a second step, by means of a numerical exploration, we determine explicitly, for a 
given frequency range, the shape of such antennas so that we obtain the best 
compromise between the gain, the directivity, and the volume. Finally, we describe an 
extension of the method to the case of an unknown current distribution. Then, we 
consider the diameter and the shape of the conductor; this is the practical case. 
1. PROBLEM 
The thin directive antennas which actually exist are most often realized from the 
connection of linear, circular, or helicoidal thin conductors (Yagi antennas, V antennas, 
curtains of antennas, loop antennas, helicoidal antennas, etc.) Their drawback lies in their 
prohibitive dimensions and in the limitation of their power. 
The purpose of this article is to determine the shape of thin plane elements which for 
a radiation equivalent to the useful antennas occupy a comparatively small volume. We 
study the problem in the antenna’s plane, that is in a two-dimensional space, but the 
generalization to the three-dimensional space is straightforward. 
For this purpose, we use a thin conductor shaped such that when it is connected to a 
h.f. power source, the radiations which come from the small element of the conductor, 
considered as an elementary radiating dipole, superposed each other to obtain a directive 
effect. This is obtained by means of the difference of phase which is realized by the 
circulation of the high frequency current along the antenna and the difference of phase 
which is realized by the variation of the jump of the electromagnetic wave between the 
emitting place and the receiving place. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
We let X, Y be the Cartesian coordinates in the antenna’s plane, s the curvilinear 
coordinate along the antenna r. This antenna is determined by its parametric equation, 
(X, Y) = (X(s), Y(s)), which is smooth enough (see Fig. 1). 
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Alim entation Positive Orientation 
I - 
Fig. 1. 
We assume -SKI s s sO, X(-s) =X(s), and Y(-s) = -Y(s). We note that 
and 
Xl*+ yQ= (!&)I+ (Z)z= 1. 
Moreover, we assume that r is connected at the origin 0 to a generator with sine shaped 
tension of frequency f. Let 
where w is the pulsation, C = 3.108, and u = l/t/&. 
Define (#) as the direction of the OXY plane determined by the polar angle $I, 
measured from the OX axis. We note I?*(+) as the electric field (written in complex 
notation) which is radiated far away, along the orthogonal direction to (I/I). Let us define 
E*(I)) by the equality 
E*(G) = -i v E(4), (2) 
where i* = -1 and (+, r) are the polar coordinates of current point. We have jE($)( = 
IE(-$)I = amplitude of the electric field; IEdb(t+b)( the amplitude of the field radiated by 
the elementary dipole of half-wavelength in the same experimental conditions and 
%* = 
as the gain in decibels compared to the half-wave antenna in the (4) direction. 
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We remind that 
We then define 
I 
z 
0 
cos&, &, = ;+%d$d 
& 
I 
1 
sin2ku du = r-- sin(2kz) 
0 2 4k 
/‘?sinkucoskudu = 1-c~~(2kz). 
0 
ao- so L=2 M = sinMao- SON 
4k 
N = 1 - co%Wao- SON 
2k 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
and 
A=L-A4 B=L+M. 
3. FIELD RADIATED IN THE DIRECTION JI = 0 
The general formula for the radiation of cable with an independent shape is well 
known [3]. However, for a better understanding, we begin with the radiation formula of 
the elementary dipole, which describes more precisely the physical method described in 
Sec. 1. 
Note J(lsl) = J&l) + U&l) as the antenna current (in a complex notation) in 
opposition of phase with the source 0. We know in this case 13, 61 that the elementary 
dipole in C(X, Y), with (i, t) = 8*, i = (l,O), and t = (X’, Y’), creates a field in the ($0 
direction: 
dE(JI) = i J(js]) eikx*(‘) sin(JI - 6*) ds, (6) 
where X*(s) is the C abscissa in the repair defined by (cosq, sin+), (-sin@, cos$) (Fig. 
Positive Orientation 
Fig. 2. 
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2). This can be written as 
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dE($) =%J(lsl)e ikfcor+'X-+sinti. Yj(sinlL 
and consequently, 
X’ - cost,b ’ Y'j ds. 
Using u = -s in the first integral and the hypothesis made on (X, Y), we get 
k ’ 
2 I _., Wl)e 
ik(casti’ X+Sinti Y’(sinJ, . X! _ cos$ . Y’) ds 
‘II 
k ’ 
=T _ 
I 
J(I-ul)e ik(cosd’X-sin*’ Y’(_sin+ . X’_ cost . y’) (_du) 
$0 
k =-- 
I 2 0 
“J(Jul)e’ Ik(cW X-Sin’& Y)(sinJI . Xl + cos$ . yr) du. 
Then 
E(4) ~~I,“J(~~~)[~~~‘~~~‘~X+~‘~~~~)~~~~~ . x’_CO ,,I, . y’) 
__eIk(cosllr.X-sinJ. Y>(sin+ . xt + cosq, . yt)] ds 
and therefore 
E(O) = -k I 
%l 
J(s)eikXY’ds. 
0 
(7) 
(8) 
4. OPTIMIZATION IN CASE (I) : J(ls() = eeiklsl 
This hypothesis applies to progressive waves [6] that is to say an antenna with an 
ohmic resistance equal to its impedance. In this case, we can make an analytic 
determination. 
4.1. Change of variable 
From Eq. (8), we obtain 
E(O) = -k I So eiK'-s)yfds, 0 (9) 
that is 
==z(s)=X-- (-27z’=X’-110). (10) 
Thus, 
We have, on one hand, 
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yfz = -2* - p* 
Y’ = Ed--2z - z’i, 
with E E (-1, 0, I}, and E = 0 when -2~’ - z” = 0; on the other hand, 
11 
-COcr,~s'=,~--_. 
Z 2 
As the variations points of P are isolated and 
z(0) = 0 z(sg) = CQ- $0, 
(11) 
(12) 
we have from Eqs. (lo), (ll), and (12), 
_k So eik(X-s)yt ds 
I 0 I 
so 
=- k eik’ed-2z’ - Z" ds 
0
I 
~cl-hl 
= k e’“ed-2s’ - 1 dz. 
0
Then, from Eq. (9), to search for X so that ]E<O>j is extremal is equivalent to search a 
function s(z) so that the following quantity is extremal: 
“o-so 
e%d-2s'- 1 dz 
Remark 1. We then have 
IE(J1)1’ = 15 r-‘” e ik(cos$ [s+zl+sinS Y(r)-r) 
x (sin+ . [s’+ l] + cos+ - rg-2s’- 1) dz 
“0-0 
eik(cos*. Is+zl-sin@ r(r)-s) 
x (sin$ . [s’+ l]- co@ . EU-2s’- 1) dz 
I 
. (13) 
Remark 2. The expression of the field in the (I/I) direction shows that 
E(T) = k joso eik(-.~-s)yt ds; (14) 
this shows the directivity of the antenna. 
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4.2. Euler’s equation 
Let 
5 = {s : z-+s(z)(R+R),s E %*,s(O) = O,s(ao- so) = so}, 
Then 
I I 
%-so 
k eikr . EV--~S’- 1 dz I’ II = k’ 
all-so 2 
coskz . EV-2s’ - 1 dz 
0 0 I 
+k* 
"O-JO 
I 
2 
sinkz . EV-~S’- 1 dz . 
Let us introduce the variational formulation : 
I I 
%-so 
sup k eik’ev-2s’- 1 dz 
rc9 0 
~‘=s~p(~2+;~~~k~-‘ocoskz-r+2s’-ldz12). 
(15) 
Therefore, introducing the Lagrange multiplicator A [4]. the Euler’s equation associated 
to the variational problem [15] is 
-!!! (2 [(coskz -A sinkz)eI/-2s’- 11) -$ [(coskz - A sinkz)ed-2s’- I] = 0 
dz as’ 
(16) 
Remark 3. The inequality 
so 
,ik(X-s)y! ds( I k ” eik(X-.s)ytJ ds 
I I 0 
shows that 
-ksoI h = ks,,. 
4.3. Solution of Euler’s equation 
Equation (16) can be written 
$ [$ [(coskz - A sinkz)cq-2s’- 11 = 0. 
I 
that is, with developing, 
& [(A sinkz - coskz) d_is, _ ,} = 0. 
(17) 
A first integral is given by 
A sinkz - coskz = 
Ed/-2sr- 1 
CL. (18) 
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This can be written 
that is 
(A sinkz - coskz)2 = p2(-2s’- l), 
s, = _ A_ (A sinkz - coskz)2 
2 2p2 
and by integration 
Put 
A 
+p 
1 - c;;(2kz) + K. 
(1% 
We have, if we notice that s(0) = 0 implies K = 0, 
+ @ 1 - cos(2kz) 
2 2k ’ (20) 
4.4. Determination of the parameters 4 and n 
Let 
u = -Ak2(N2 - 4AB) 
u = 2k(N2 - 4AB) 
w = 4B and w’ = 2N2k2(s,, + IL). 
We note that u2 - 4uw = 4N2k2(N2 - 4AB). 
Using the initial conditions of Euler’s equations, we have, on one hand, 
I 
a0-s0 
h=k sinkz . EV-2s’ - 1 dz 
0
I 
%-SO = k sinkz + 
0
A sinkzc; coskz dz. 
Therefore, 
2 sinkz coskz dz 
(21) 
and 
h 
z=c#4L-M) -~N=~A-Q$, 
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which leads to 
On the other hand, 
sin[2k(ao - SO)] 
4k I 
: sin[Wao - SO)] + &J I- cosW(ao - SOY 
4k I 2 2k ’ 
which implies 
and 
2(so + L) = - d2A - R*B + +-IN. (23) 
(22) 
Using Eq. (22), we deduce 
2+Ak - 2h 
Nk , 
that is 
2N2k2(s0+ L) = -t$‘AN2k2 - B(4$2A2k2 + 4h2 - 84Akh) + 2#2AN2k2 - 2h+N2k. 
Then, we have the equality 
-Ak2&(N2 - 4AB) + 2kh+(N2 - 4AB) + 4Bh* + 2N2k”(s,, + L) = 0. (24) 
We obtain, by solving Eq. (24) using Eq. (22), 
4 =&uh dh2(02-4uw)-4uwl (25) 
(26) 
4.5. Expression of IE(O)/’ 
The equalities, 
I 
=o-SO 
k coskr - ~~‘-2s - 1 dz = k I 
-O-s0 coskz A siukz - coskz dz 
0 0 CL 
I 
no-So 
I 
*O-Y 
= k C$ sinkz coskz dz - k R cos’kz dz 
0 0 
= 5 1 - cos[2k(ao - SO)] _ kfi 
2 2k 
ao - SO + sin[Wao - so)] 
2 4k > 
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involve, with Eq. (22), 
)E(O)[’ = hZ + k”(Bn - y)‘. (27) 
4.6. Parametric equations of the optimized antennas 
We have, on one hand, 
and, on the other hand, 
Then, by means 
half-antenna: 
= -(& sinkz - f2 coskz). 
of an integration, we obtain the parametric representation of one 
X(z) = k-$-C z + &.I$ sin(2kz) + 4f) ’ - c~~kz) 1 (28) 
Y(z) = p sinkz + f (coskz - 1) 
with a0 - so s z s 0. The other part of the antenna is obtained by a symmetry around OX 
axis. 
4.7. Proof of the existence of a relative maximum of IE(O)l 
It is known [4] that only the solution of Euler’s equation can yield a relative maximum 
for IE(O)l. Let us prove this in our case. We set 
F = F(z, s, s’) = (coskz - A sinkz)ed-ts’- 1. 
We have the equalities 
a2F 
- = -(coskz - A sinkz) 
1 
ad2 (-2s’ - l)E_’ 
a2F a2F o 
,,z=z= * 
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The Legendre’s condition [4] is satisfied. In fact, the precedent equalities show that 
2 
$$ (z, s, s’) = -(coskz - X sinkz) (* P3 
3 
sinkz - coskz)’ = (A sinkz - coskz)” 
Moreover. 
. 
The solutions of the Euler’s equation do yield a relative maximum because only the 
modulus of the electric field is considered. 
5. OPTIMIZATION IN CASE (II) : J(jsj) = sink * (SO- IsI) 
This hypothesis is approximatively the stationary waves hypothesis. This applies to 
antennas which have a strand with a free extremity [3, 61. In this case, the solutions are 
numerical solutions. 
5.1. Change of variable 
From Eq. (8), we have 
E(0) = -k I,” sink(so - s) eiaxY’ ds. (2% 
Let 
Y’= c*V1 -Xfl (30) 
with e* E {- 1.0, l), e* = 0 when X” = 1. Then, to search X so that /E(O)/ is extremal is 
equivalent to search a function X(s) so that the following quantity is extremal: 
sink(so - s) eik”e*dl - 
Remark 4. The expression of the field in the (J/) direction shows that E(r) = -E(O), 
this implies [E(r)/ = IE(O)I and also [E(~T - +)( = IE(JI)(. 
Remark 5. Under this hypothesis, the dipole antenna gives 
l&~(O)I =I. 
5.2. Euler’s equution 
Let 
3 = {X : s +X(s)(R+R), X E %‘, X(0) = 0, X(s,) = uo} 
%,=(XE+?,k[’ sink(so - s) . l *gl - X1 ds = h}. 
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Then, 
I I 
So sink(so - s) eiHLXr*dl - X” ds 
2 
I II 
= k2 
50 
I 
2 
k sink(sO - s) coskX * E*- ds 
0 0 
If 
so 
I 
2 
+k2 sink(so - s) sinkX * E*~I - X” ds 
0 
involve the variational formulation : 
50 
sup k If 
2 
sink(so - s) eikYE*I/l - X” ds 
xe4 0 I 
=syp(h2+;t$lkr sink(sO- s) coskX . l *w ds . (31) 
Then [4], by introducing the Lagrange multiplicator A, we obtain the Euler’s equation 
associated to the variational problem (3.1), that is 
-& [$ [sink(so - s) - (coskX - A sinkX)s*w]) 
- & [sink(so - s)(coskX - A sinkX)e*dl - Xti] = 0, (32) 
and with a derivation, 
2 sink(so - s)(coskX - A sinkX) 
-X’ 
E*VFF 
+ k sink(so- s) * (sinkX + A coskX)r*vl - X’ = 0. 
Then, if we notice that 
coskX - A sinkX = A*sin(kX - 6) 
- (sinkX + A coskX) = A* cos(kX - 0) 
with 
tan@=+ and A*= --&, (lel=;ifA=O, -$<e<; and 8#0), 
we get 
X” 
- (1 _ x,2)E*Vl _ x,z sink(so - s) sin(kX - 0) - k x’ 
c*V1- xrz 
sink(so - s) cos(kX - 0) 
+ kX’ 
l *all- X’I 
cosk(so- s) sin(kX - 0) - ke*vl - Xfi sink(so - s) cos(kX - 6) = 0, 
so that, after simplification, 
l T_$ sink(so - s) sin(kX - 0) 
= k[cosk(so - s) sin(kX - 0) . X’- sink(sO - s) cos(kX - 8)] 
270 
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X” = k[cotk(so - s)X’ - cot(kX - e)]( 1 - X’Z). 
We consider the solution such that IX’1 5 1. 
Remark 6. The inequality 
I I -k ” sink(so - s) eikxY’ ds Isink(so - s)(JeiWCIIY’j ds 0 
involves 
-ksoS h 5 kso. 
5.3. Determination of the function E* 
Let 
G = G(x, X, X’, 0) = sink(so - s) sin(kX - e)~*dl - X”. 
We have the equalities 
a2G 
- = -sink(so - s) sin(kX - 0) 
1 
axtz (1 - x’qE*dl- xtz 
$$ = -k2 sink(so- s) sin(kX - 19)~*dl -X” 
a2G 
- = -k sink(so - S) cos(kX - 0) 
X’ 
ax ax’ E*vl- XfZ 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
Because we search extremals so that the field is maximal, the Legendre’s condition [4] 
allows determination of the E* function. In fact, we must get, if we notice that only the 
modulus of the field is interesting, 
Vx : $ = 0 (or 2 O), 
so that 
Vx : -sink(so - s) . sin(kX - 0) 
1 
(l_ x'2)E*~l_x"~o (orrO)* 
This can be rewritten as 
Vx : E* sink(so - s) sin(kX - 0) 2 0 (or zs 0). 
5.4. Conditions of existence of a relative maximum of El(O)( 
The Hilbert method is used [5, 81. The relations are as in Sec. 5.3. Let 
(36) 
z’ = (x, X, to, &) and G(f) = g%G (x, X, k, 0). 
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That is to say, with the condition (X’I 5 1 imposed with Eq. (33), we can suppose &, 2 jS,j. 
Then consider the two pairs (& t{), (&, &‘) which verify 56 r It;1 and 5: 2 It’& then we 
have 
Consequently, G defines a convex metric. One deduces as in Ref. 8 that if we could 
build a normal field, the extremals, the solution of Euler’s equation (33), would give us a 
relative maximum because only the modulus of the field is considered. 
5.5. Connection of parallel antennas. Application to Yagi’s antenna 
The calculus is done for two antennas. They are generalized to n antennas easily. 
Consider the antenna (X,(s), Y,(s)) and (X2(s), YAs)) with their origin (XI(O), Y,(O)) and 
(X2(O), Y2(0)) in M,(-I, 0) and M2(I, 0), so that Y,(s) = Yz(s) and X2(s) - XI(S) = 21 with 
-s,, I s I s0 (Fig. 3). The second antenna is alimented with a variation of phase 5 in 
comparison to the first one. Then, from Ref. 7, the radiated field is 
W)=;l sink(sO - s)[e ik(COSS CX-l)+sinlb Y’(sinJI . Xf _ cos+ . y!) 
_,WosS ‘w-lksine Y)(sin$ . X’+ cosJI . yf)] ds 
k 
+ 5 
I 
0s0 [sink(sO - s) + t][e WolS .(X+J)+SW.Y)(~.~,/, . XV_ cos+ . yf) 
-eik(cosS'(X+I)-Sin)'Y)(sin~ .X'+cos~l. yt)]ds. 
We deduce 
E(0) = -; I b” [sink(so - s) eTild + sin{k(s,, - s) + 5) eW] eUrXY’ ds. 
Fig. 3. 
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In the case 4 = 0 (5 = rr), this gives 
E(O) = _k e-ikl(l + e2ikl) I So sink(so - s) eikXY’ ds 0 
E(O) =-k e-“‘(1 -e2ud) 
I 
“sink(s,,-s)eiMY’ds . 
0 
The otpimized shape of the antenna could then be obtained from Eq. (33). 
In the case where (G!! (0, rr} it is necessary to write a new formulation of the 
variational problem with separation of the real part of the field and the imaginary one. 
Another example is the case where one of the antennas is without alimentation (Yagi 
antenna). In this case, the current is obtained by using the coupling between the 
conductors. 
5.6. Antenna with two symmetry axes 
We can conceive antennas as described in Fig. 4. In this case, considering the AA’ 
strand is obtained by separating in two parts the OA strand of an antenna described in 
Sec. 5.2, we verify that the radiated field is 
E(G)= (f~sink(so-s)eik@‘s~‘XI’i”*~Y’(sin~ .X’-cosJI+ Y’)ds 
sink(so - s) e ik(--EosS X+sinl Y) (-sin+. X’ - COSI,~ . Y’) ds 
30 
sink(so - s) e ikkOS# X-Shd~ Y)(sinJI . Xt + cosJ, , yt) ds 
k 
I 
so 
-- sink(s0 - s) e ik(-cos# X-sin* t’! 
2 0 
(-sin4 * X’+ COSJ, * Y’) ds 
I 
I 
10 
= k sink(so - s)[(sin$ . X’ - cos+ * Y’) cos{k(cos$ . X + sin+ * Y)} 
0 
-(sin+ . X’+ cos+ * Y’) cos{k(cos+ * X - sin+ * Y)}] ds. 
Fig. 4. 
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I0 E(0) = -2k 
I 
sink(so - s) cos(kX) . Y’ ds. 
0 
The shape of antennas which give E(0) maximal are then obtained from 5.3. with 
8 = +~/2 in the equations. 
5.7. Group of antennas with two symmetry axes. Application to an antenna with reflector 
The calculus is done for two antennas. We can easily generalize to n antennas. One 
considers two antennas identical to those defined in 5.6 and as depicted in Fig. 5 with 
(Mdd = {(XI(S), Y,(s); 0 = s 5 sol 
and 
(I&AZ) = {X*(s), Yz(s); 0 d s 5 so}. 
The second antenna was alimented with a difference of phase of < with respect to the 
first antenna. 
From 5.6. we have 
W$)=kc sink(sO - s)[(sinJr * X’ - cos$ * Y’) cos(k(cos# * (X - 1) + sin+ * Y)} 
- (sin+ - X’+ co@ * Y’) cos(k(cos$ . (X - I) - sin+ * Y)}] ds 
+k 
I 
SO 
sin{k(so - s) + [}[(sin$ * X’ - co@ - Y’) cos{k(cos$ * (X + I) + sin+ * Y) 
0 
- (sin$ . X’+ co@ * Y’) cos{k(cos$ * (X + I) - sin+ * Y)}] ds. 
Al I A2 
Fig. 5. 
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One deduces 
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E(O) = k I SO sink(so- s)[- Y’ cos{k(X - I)} - Y’ cosjk(X - I)}] ds 0 
30 
+k 
I 
sin{k(so - s) + e}[- Y’ cos{k(X + I)} - Y’ cos{k(X + I)}] ds. 
0 
Then, if 5 = rr (5 = 0), 
E(0) = -4k sink/ sink(so - s) sinkX . Y’ ds 
t 
'E(0) = -4k coskl 
I 
so 
sink(so - 
0 
s) coskX . Y’ ds ). 
The optimization method could be used as in 5.5. In particular, we note that in the 
case 5 = r, the theory of the electric mirror shows that the values of E(4) 
(- 7r/2 : +!I I 7r/2) so determined are the same as the radiated field generated by a set 
consisting of a plane reflector perpendicular to OX and cutting OXY in OY, and by an 
antenna like those determined in 5.6 with an origin in Mz(l, 0). One verifies that in this 
case E(7rj2) = 0. 
6. NUMERICAL SOLUTION 
The purpose of the numerical study is 
(i) to find the strand element given several conditions (power of the antenna, 
dimension of the antenna. . .); 
(ii) when the choice is made, to give a graphical representation of the antennas and 
their radiated diagram. 
This numerical treatment is made in cases 4 and 5 for simple antennas, the case of set’s 
antennas is similar. 
The determination of extremals is made in case 4 by means of discretization of (28), 
while in case 5 the numerical solution of Euler’s equation (33) is necessary. For this, one 
uses alternatively the Runge-Kutta methods [12] and a numerical method of integration 
with variable mesh [ 121 around the singularity. This gives the abscissa of the extremal as 
a function of the curvilinear abscissa. Then it is easy to determine the function E. This is 
realized by discretizing formula (36). Then, the ordinate is obtained by integration of the 
discretized formula (30). 
In case 4, the modulus of the radiated field in the (4) direction is obtained by 
discretization of the formula (13) and by a trapezoidal scheme of integration. In case 5, 
the modulus of the radiated field is obtained in a similar manner, using the formula (7) in 
which we made 
J(Js]) = sink(so- Is]). 
In any case, the mesh length is approximatively lo-‘: this seems satisfying taking into 
account the errors about integration and the numerical precision of the Euler equation 
solution. 
Now, we are given initial data : frequency of work, length of the radiated strand, 
abscissa of its extremity (case 4), gradient at the origin (case 5) and we made a 
systematical study of the radiated characteristic of the antenna. For this purpose, we use 
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Fig. 6. Functional block diagram of the computation of the shape and characteristics of antennas. 
several values of parameters h [the value of 4 and Q come from formulas (25) and (26)] 
in case 4 and the parameter 8 in case 5. The definitive choice is made from the obtained 
results. The graphical representation of the antennas and of their characteristics of 
radiation are obtained from Ref. 9. The method of calculus is shown in Fig. 6. 
7. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
From the results obtained up to now, we see already a diminution of the length of the 
antenna (dimension measured along the axis which corresponds to the radiated direction) 
which is more than 50% (75% in the best case) compared to the Yagi antenna. One must 
nevertheless notice that the ‘width (dimension on the axis perpendicular to the radiated 
direction) is somewhat larger with this type of antenna. 
Here, we give, for example, the graphical illustration of some numerical results. 
Figures 7.1.A to 7.6.A represent some antennas which work with progressive waves. The 
length scale (in meters) is represented beside the figure. The working frequency is 
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approximatively 500 MHz television band). The parameters which specify these anten- 
nas are beside the figures. These are k = 10, so is the length of the strand, d and-R fix the 
real part and the imaginary part of the field, 01~ is the maximal abscissa of the antenna, 
and go is the decibel gain in the OX direction in comparison to the doublet antenna with 
the same experimental condition (cf. Remark 5). One notices that we impose Y (a0 - so) 
near 0 so that we can put an ohmic resistance equal to the impedance of the antenna and 
so that this antenna has a unique curl. One notes also that the values 4 and R are not 
given the maximum gain, but the maximum directivity. Figures 7.1.B to 7.6.B represent 
the characteristics of radiation associated to these antennas. This is a graph in polar 
coordinates (r, t,Q) so that r(l(l) = ClE(lt>l, where C is a constant. The scale is given 
beside the figure and here also we have jEdb(0)j = 1. One notices, as shown in formula 
(14), a strong directivity before-behind. 
Figures 8.1.A to 8.6.A represent antennas which work with stationary waves. The 
scale of length (in meters) is written beside the figure. The frequency work is about 
500 MHz. The parameters which define this antenna are written beside the figure. These 
are k = 10, so is-the length of a strand of the antenna, 8 is in communication with the 
imaginary part of the radiated field, X’(O) is the value of dX/ds at the point s = 0, and ‘So 
I 
Fig. 8.1. 
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is the gain in decibels in the OX direction, in comparison to the doublet half-wave 
antenna. The physical interpretation is easy when so equals a wavelength. On ap- 
proximately one-half of the wavelength, one part of the strand is oriented so that the 
current was positive, while on the rest of the wavelength, this strand is oriented in 
another direction so that the effect of the current sum is equal to the first part of the 
antenna. Consequently, the superposition of these two phenomenas gives a very strong 
electromagnetic field with the sum of the field of the first half strand and the second half 
strand. 
Figures 8.1.B to 8.6.B give the characteristics of radiation associated to the antennas. 
One sees, as shown in Remark 4, that the gain before is equal to the gain behind in the 
first approximation. 
8. CONCLUSION 
The conclusion is composed first of the discussion of 
resolution with the physical hypotheses in use; then of the 
method. 
the numerical method of 
perspectives given by this 
The advantage of the numerical method is its easy usage (short program); the 
disadvantage is a lack of stability for the long antennas which use stationary waves and 
the necessity to know explicitly the value of the current. 
The physical hypotheses made on the repartition of the current along the antennas is. 
in connection with the ideal case of an antenna with a diameter infinitely small and 
without resistivity. They suppose, moreover, that there is no reflection of the waves to 
the extremity of antennas which used progressive waves, while the current is equal to 
zero at the end of antennas using stationary waves. It is clear that practically all these 
hypotheses are never satisfied, but they constitute nevertheless a good approximation 
for usual antennas with average cutting and small diameter conductors. 
The next step of this work will consist in using the method described in this paper, 
considering the diameter of the conductor and the repartition of the resulting current. 
For this purpose, one uses the integral equation given in Ref. 10 (stationary waves case); 
the current was determined by means of steps function with some of the methods given 
in Ref. 1. In this case, the existence of a current, which admits an imaginary part, shows 
a directive effect which does not appear in the first approximation. As to the optimiza- 
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tion,’ it will be realized by a method using the penalization [7] and an augmented 
Lagrangian as in Ref. 2. This method, which is longer to use, presents the advantage of 
strong stability and the fact that it can use a current which is given on a discontinuous 
form. 
Of course, these methods are available for all frequencies and in other estates (radars, 
reflectors, electromagnetic cornet, radiating openings. . .). 
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